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FADE IN:

EXT. WILDERNESS - NIGHT - ESTABLISHING SHOT

Shadows flying outside by trees

DISSOLVE TO:

EXT. SHED - NIGHT

Small white concrete SHED and shadows of trees around it.

A SHADOW moving threw the trees, slithering towards the SHED,
background The wind traveling

DEBORAH, the main character.

DEBORAH OLDER (O.S.)
The beginning that triggered 
memories, for awareness of this 
realization of existence.

JUMP CUT TO:

INT. SHED - NIGHT

YOUNG DEBORAH, as a little girl is viewing her surroundings.

Blinking rapidly, her EYES adjusting to the darkness.

The wind hitting the roof, she’s startle

FADE TO BLACK.

DEBORAH OLDER (O.S.)
Concerns came in a reaction of 
being startled, to an insight that 
fear was without an end. 

FADE IN:

A wool blanket slides off the eyes, slowly.

DEBORAH blinks, looking towards her feet.

A little girl LEGS appear as the blanket is tossed off. 

DEBORAH OLDER (O.S.) (CONT’D)
A great admiration to find the 
knowledge and to keep an order



Eyes shifting to the right hand corner of the roof, threw 
cobwebs a little light with moving SHADOWS.

YOUNG DEBORAH begins to blink.

DEBORAH OLDER (O.S.) (CONT’D)
Intimidation presented ceaselessly 
to my mental character.

Circular shadow appears on the window on the right.

Little light outside trees moving.

DEBORAH OLDER (O.S.) (CONT’D)
Transforming my physical ego 

Circular SHADOW moving on window.

Quick look at other side of room, completely dark.

Looking back at window, SHADOWS of trees only.

DEBORAH OLDER (O.S.) (CONT’D)
My memories became captive, on the 
one hundred and eleventh day of 
spring. 

Next to SHADOW a locust crawling down the wall.

LOCUST proceeding down and disappearing in the darkness of 
the wall.

The sound of a heart beat. 

DEBORAH OLDER (O.S.) (CONT’D)
Which fell under the tenth

SHADOW coming over, beginning to cover light source.

Room is growing darker, rapidly.

FLASHBACK - EARLIER THAT DAY

EXT. SHED

YOUNG DEBORAH palms on tree by shed.

Shed covered with vines.

In the background children laughter. 
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A big SHADOW peeking from behind tree.

AMOS, a man in the mist of the children, the baby-sitter.

AMOS (O.C.)
Ten! Ready or not here I come

BACK TO:

INT. SHED - NIGHT

The SHADOW moves from over the light source, a dark 
resemblance of a hangman.

Sounds of arms popping, DEBORAH arms gives out, head hitting 
the ground hard.

CUT TO:

FLASHBACK - EARLIER THAT DAY

EXT. SHED

DEBORAH LEGS dangling from tree limb.

A SHADOW falling in front of her with a loud THUMP.

DEBORAH begins to climb out the tree.

In the background a child crying.

AMOS
(laughing)

Its bite is bigger than its bark. 
You can’t hang.

DEBORAH FEET planted on the ground.

She’s looks at the tree to the sky a dark cloud coming in.

The sun was beginning to get covered up. 

BACK TO:

INT. SHED - NIGHT 

The HANGMAN, a dark shadow on the wall
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YOUNG DEBORAH (O.S.)
(muffling)

I’m scared

The black HANGMAN on the wall stretching out its ARMS, this 
causing her to blink

YOUNG DEBORAH (O.S.) (CONT’D)
(whispering)

Momma

The HANGMAN head and arms into the darkness of the wall, 
stick LEGS against the corner of the wall, ready to push off.

The background a heartbeat getting louder.

A blink coming into the opening of a light going across the 
wall with full vision of the shadow of a HANGMAN on the wall, 
arms straight forward.

The shadow of the hangman leaps to the other side, head 
diving first. 

She looks over towards the window to find the light source.

SHADOWS of trees blowing by the window, a thin light coming 
from outside the shed

DEBORAH OLDER (O.S.)
Move, RUN!

The HANGMAN leaps back to other side, smashing into the 
corner

MATCH CUT TO:

FLASHBACK - EARLIER THAT DAY

JERRY the mouse of Tom & Jerry, smashing into the wall on the 
television set. 

Deborah notice someone on the couch to my right...

CALEB, my oldest brother, now a fifth grader, with his boy 
scout uniform on, grinning as he watched the show. 

Deborah notice someone on the floor...
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EMANUEL, the youngest of the three, was the happiest first 
grader in the world, laying asleep on the floor in his cub 
scout uniform, a cast on his ARM.

Deborah looked back at the television, and TOM the cat was 
wining as he ran towards the wall of the cartoon. TOM 
starting looking backwards and run right smack into the wall 

MATCH CUT TO:

INT. SHED - NIGHT

The shadow of the HANGMAN doing the same as TOM into the 
wall. It’s movement turn crazed, wobbling back and forth on 
the wall. 

Disappearing instantly with a jump out the window.

Deborah look towards the window...

YOUNG DEBORAH 
(inter thought)

The shadow was outside, but where?

DEBORAH OLDER (O.S.)
Get up!

DEBORAH stood up.

Scrambling noise heard outside the window.

She looks down as shadows flew fast by her buster brown 
shoes. 

Walking backwards to the door, eyes focusing on the whole 
room for evidence of anything else in there.

The WOOL blanket had a DOLL, some CANDY, and a white hair 
BARRETTE on it, nothing else in view but darkness

Deborah begins to run...

EXT. SHED - NIGHT

Out the shed into more darkness, shadows growing bigger 
behind Deborah, breathing getting heavier

Touching the back door knob, light filled the whole area
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A chandelier was sparkling creating many lights, no shadows 
in this room

INT. INSIDE HOUSE 

Deborah close the door and turning put back to door

A shadow moving from the other room towards the opening of 
the den

MOTHER (O.C.)
Honey Bee?

The shadow moving closer

YOUNG DEBORAH (O.C.)
Yes, ma’am

Looking down at the buster browns as they start to move 
towards the shadow

FADE TO BLACK.

OPENING CREDITS

In a fog ghostly girl hands, playing a hand game

YOUNG DEBORAH (O.C.)
(singing)

Twill lil lee, twill lil lee, twill 
lil lee, twill lil lee, tweet baby 
tweet baby

Sounds of school bell as the ghostly little girls hands move 
faster.

YOUNG DEBORAH (O.C.) (CONT’D)
(singing)

She rocks in the tree top all day 
long, huffing and a puffing and a 
singing that song...

The fog getting darker as the hands slam into each other, to 
fast for the eyes, a misty playground in background 
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The hands just stop in movement, a ghostly appearance of a 
high five

FADE TO:

INT. DEN - AFTERNOON

Deborah looking at Emanuel, underneath the coffee table, 
looking up, a cast on the arm with a FINGER pointing upwards.

EMANUEL
(surprise)

Three!

Deborah looks upward on the roof, three circular shadows on 
the roof moving wildly.

In the background, The sound of music in tune with do re mi 
fa. 

CALEB (O.C.)
What is it?

Caleb looking towards the ceiling, clinching his fist, 
shadows moving all over the ceiling. 

Looking at Emanuel, his eyes started tearing up as his mouth 
open..

Caleb jumps up and Emanuel follows.

EMANUEL
(whining)

It’s not good.

Six LEGS, took off a pair in different directions in the 
house

Deborah running down the hall.

A door to the left. 

Door cracked open.

Deborah rushes in.
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INT. BEDROOM - EVENING

The closet door open.

To the right a set of bunk beds.

Deborah slid under the bed, grabbing a wool blanket off the 
bottom bunk.

The room gloomy, a dark shadow enters the room from the 
window

Lighting change rapidly, shadows moving from the hallway to 
the bedroom floor

DEBORAH 
(mumbling)

Forgot to close the door

A long shadow going in the middle of the floor stretching 
outside the door. 

The lighting changing, the shadow look to be in a wave.

A black ocean in the middle of the floor going out the room.

Deborah begin to grasping for air.

As the lighting grew darker and moved, a wave around the 
HANGMAN.

The hangman tall coming from the ceiling. 

A ocean blanket in the middle of the room, haunting to 
Deborah eyes.

The arm of the hangman coming out the middle of the floor,.

The arm look to be made of gas. The appears of a shadow 
coming to life. 

The dark gas arm waving in Deborah mist. 

A wave in the floor of heat not water. 

Deborah begins to shake, left and right.

The head of the hangman, pushing up out of the mist.

Hangman head out the floor, the wave pattern of dark gas 
floating. 
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The hangman was coming out the floor.

Deborah sweating, underneath the bunk beds.

The light shifting, coming from out the door. 

Deborah looks at the floor, it had a trail of dark hangman 
shadows, trap underneath the floor.

The reflection of the hangman coming out the floor.  

Deborah pulls the wool blanket down, the hangman gas head 
begins to turn.

A face on the hangman, lines for both eyes and mouth.

Hangman arms reaching out towards Deborah, the other half of 
it’s body still under surface.

The sweating becoming to much for Deborah.

FADE TO:

FLASHBACK - THE DAY BEFORE

EXT. SHED - NIGHT

A shadow behind the trees, a gigantic shadowy hangman, stand 
eight foot tall, moving slowly around the tree

FADE IN:

INT. BEDROOM - NIGHT

The hangman face, two lines for eyes, and TWO lines for lips, 
a curvy grin stretching. 

The lighting change to darker shadows on the wall.

The hangman reaching towards Deborah with fierce movement. 

Shadows in bedroom moving.

The hangman EYES changing to the shape of a V, it’s getting 
pull back into the floor

A light shine in the room from the window, Deborah covered in 
sweat.
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The tip of the hangman head out as the light begins to go 
dimmer. 

Taking away all the shadows in the floor.

YOUNG DEBORAH (O.C.)
Pleassse

A shadow coming closer by the door on the floor, growing on 
the floor.

The background do re mi fa, being played on the television 
set.

Door opens fully.

Deborah EYES starting rolling in her head.

AKIRA, Gershom eldest cousin, grown and married holding 
Emanuel hands standing in the doorway.

EXT. PLAYGROUND - THE NEXT DAY

Piece of paper with writing falling to the ground of dirt.

The sound of children playing at the playground.

Vision blurry, adjusting focus. 

A circle of three blob shadows surrounding the paper on the 
ground.

The hands of Caleb reaches down towards the paper

CALEB (O.C.)
Children should be seen and not 
heard

YOUNG DEBORAH (O.C.)
(confuse)

So that’s why?

Caleb flicks a lighter that he has in he’s hand.

CALEB 
Ash to ashes and dust to dust

Caleb puts the flame to the paper.

The wind knocks the flame out, before it gets near the paper. 
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Shadows of a pair of Emanuel shoes present on the ground 
moving closer to the paper.

Emanuel squats and surrounds his hands around the paper, 
Caleb holding the paper to make assurance of the burning 
process.

Caleb flickers the lighter again and again, no win against 
the wind.

Deborah bends down to offer her hands as covering that would 
stop the wind. 

Caleb flicks the lighter and a flame burning the paper 
quickly

MOTHER (O.S.)
(shouting)

Hercules, Honey Bee, and Sherlock 
Holmes, snack time.

The paper becoming ashes on the ground.

The shadows of Emanuel and Caleb feet leaving. 

Two shoes remaining, as one step out then the other.

Sounds of footsteps on ground.

Deborah looks back, the dark ashes lifting up in the wind, 
coming straight at the camera.

JUMP CUT TO:

EXT. FRONT YARD - DAY - MONTHS LATER

A STICK pointing straight in Deborah face.

Caleb with a sword stick pointing and waving it in the face 
of Deborah. 

A stick coming in the face of Caleb.

CALEB
On guard

DEBORAH OLDER (O.S.)
Enviable theme, of iniquity

Deborah brings stick down to finish the sand drawing of a 
hopscotch.
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CALEB
Thunder, Thunder, Thunder Cats!

Caleb points his stick at the sky, bring it back in Deborah 
face

CALEB (CONT’D)
You kill my master now you must di-

Stop and looking over Deborah shoulder, eyes open wide

YOUNG DEBORAH 
(laughing)

You can’t fool a fool, let me 
finish, first.

Caleb stick falling slowly down to the ground, dropping his 
stick on Deborah hopscotch board drawing. 

YOUNG DEBORAH (CONT’D)
HEY, what’s the big idea!

Looking towards the ground, Deborah sees another shadow 
coming in.

It’s behind her and it’s not Caleb’s shadow.

CALEB
THAT!

Caleb pointing with the other hand, over Deborah’s shoulder.

Deborah turns and the sun fills her eyes first, a blurriness 
of trees.

YOUNG DEBORAH
What is it?

Deborah looks back at Caleb to correct her eyes from the sun.

The shadow now coming in behind Caleb. 

Caleb eyes still stuck on the image behind Gershom.

Deborah turns, arm covering the sunlight over her face.

Halfway threw the turn, squirrels quarreling in the trees. 

As she finish turning she sees ghostly IMAGES.

The ghostly appearance of a little girl in the middle of.

Deborah closes her EYES.
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Deborah opens them.

A foggy wolf and a ghostly pig.

They were chain together by some source of handcuffs. One on 
each side of little girl. 

Her face turn towards the pig as she sat Indian style, 
floating above the ground.

Pig movement violently, creating a confusion of a sand storm.

The pig dark and cloudy, turns toward the Wolf. 

The pig eyes sewed shut with something shiny.  

Smoke coming out the pig nose. 

The pig mixed in with the sand and leaps on little girl. 
Snarling towards the wolf

The little girl maybe five, sinks into the sand storm growing 
under the pig. 

The foggy wolf snaps at the pig. The quick movement in 
effects of a robot. 

The little girl ghostly arms comes out the mist and grabs at 
the hooves of the pig.

The wolf, the appeal of a crazed foggy dog. 

The right paws raises and goes straight threw the pig. 

The sound of boars echoing into the air.

CALEB (O.C.)
(screaming)

Deb, BREATHE!

Caleb now standing right beside Deborah, her face turning 
blue as Caleb glance at her 

Deborah staring straight ahead.

The pig leap on the wolf, creating a sand storm that was 
moving towards Caleb and Deborah, which was only twenty feet 
away.

The wolf and little girl gone within the storm, underneath 
the pigs hooves.

Deborah stares back at Caleb...
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YOUNG DEBORAH
RUN!!

Dark smoke filling the air from the pig nose.

The shadow of two sets of shoes running towards the house, 
twenty feet away. 

A huge shadow on the heels, of the shadowy shoes.

On the ground Caleb stick laying on top of the hop scotch 
drawing. Deborah trips on it without losing full balance. 

The shadow on the ground of one pair of feet, slowing down.

The shadow of the pig coming to the side of the shoes.

The front door only ten feet away.

YOUNG DEBORAH (CONT’D)
Heelllpp!

Caleb hand grabbing Deborah’s waist as she limped to the 
front door. 

CALEB
Come on sis, a few more steps, I 
gotcha

Caleb and Deborah feet skips the first steps to the entrance 
of the house. 

The front doors flies open.

They jump in on the last step.

The shadow covering the front entrance of the door. 

Smoke and dirt at the door entrance and a open mouth of a 
pig, darkness in the mouth.

The door shuts close, Emanuel behind the door.

CUT TO:

EXT. BACKYARD - AFTERNOON

Three shadows around a dug hole

CALEB (O.C.)
No need for a flame 
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Caleb lends over the hole, smiling.

YOUNG DEBORAH (O.C.)
(giggling)

Emanuel? Your spelling sucks. Car 
is spell with a C not a K. Momma 
says sound out your words, duh. 

Emanuel bends down in front of the hole as Caleb jumps into 
the hole.

Emanuel hands a folder cover with plastic, to Caleb.

EMANUEL
Don’t read my stuff, Miss English 
teacher

CALEB
This should work, speak, hear, see, 
no. So we bury it. 

YOUNG DEBORAH (O.C.)
(chuckles)

Okay, the hidden treasure. At 
school they put it in a capsule.

Emanuel grunts at the humor. 

Caleb looks up frowning and dropping the folder by his shoes 
and climbs out the hole.  

CALEB
Where’s the shovel?

The shadow of Deborah moves handing a shovel to Caleb. 

Caleb tosses muddy dirt on the folders with a frown.

MOTHER (O.S.)
(at a distance)

Come eat.

FADE TO:

INT. DEBORAH BEDROOM - NIGHT

MOTHER (O.S.)
Good night Honey Bee, don’t let the 
bed bugs bite. 

Giggles as the light turn off to Deborah’s room.
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Deborah laying in bed, a night light in the corner, at the 
window a full moon, glowing.

Full moon wrap with a blue cloud, on the ceiling the clouds 
moving.

Deborah looks back at the moon now a half moon.

Clouds moving faster, creating shadows in the room, as 
Deborah observes her surroundings.

Looks out the window again holding on to the blanket, now a 
quarter moon covered with clouds.

Deborah looks around the room again, the clouds are floating 
on her roof.

Deborah looks out the window, a full moon, shining by itself.

Deborah eyelids close.

INT. MYSTERY - DAY - EIGHT YEARS LATER

Deborah facing three holes in a thick wall of padding, the 
size of tennis balls. 

Deborah looks to the side, a window.

She looks out the window and it’s foggy.

She looks back at the wall, several inches from her face.

Deborah looks back out the window.

DEBORAH
(whispering)

Mirror

A reflection of a bus on the doors of a building outside the 
window.

Deborah looks down, teenage legs sitting on the seat. 

A shadow flies by on the window catching the corner of 
Deborah sight.

The sound of music coming in...
But oh the light shines brighter on 
a peaceful day...
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Deborah turns slowly to get a whole view of the bus 
occupants.

More music coming in louder...
Sometimes I sleep, sometimes it’s 
not for days, and the people...

Sounds of teenagers talking, but not a person in sight.

The bus look empty, foggy and misty to the front and back of 
bus. 

Deborah wipes her eyes as she glares out the window.

A light shining down on her from the ceiling.

Deborah looks up, glowing white, yellow and brown, set of 
eyes staring down.

The white eyes outer shade filling up with red.

The yellow surrounded by outspoken purple moving in a circle. 

The brown set round like walnuts, flushing in the color 
orange, swirling in and out the brown.

Deborah didn’t see a face, jus glowing eyes. 

Deborah wipes at her eyes again, The white eyes now all red. 

The yellow eyes now yellow an outer glow of purple.

The brown eyes, twist with a vibrate orange, swirling 
together changing the color of the cornea.

Deborah looks out the window quickly, darkness.

She looks at the ceiling the eyes getting dimmer, take away 
the light source.

Bright flash in front of bus, the ceiling cover with 
darkness. 

A light in front of bus.

Deborah slide across the seat to go to the light source.

DEBORAH (CONT’D)
(whimpering)

Hustle
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Deborah begin to run down the dark alley of the bus. 

The sound of someone crying.

Deborah makes it to the front, no bus driver.

The light coming from outside the bus doors, covered by a 
dark mist.

The light at a distance.

The doors were open, the ground covered with darkness. 

Deborah first step, noise of laughter in the rear of bus.

Deborah missed the last step, the noise took her focus.

JUMP CUT TO:

EXT. OUTSIDE BUS - NIGHT

Deborah laid on her side in a mist of darkness, the dim light 
in a mist a distance away. 

The doors on the bus closed, as the light move closer, tires 
squeaking in the darkness.

A gust of wind hitting Deborah in the face, she’s frozen with 
fright. 

Deborah begins to moan from the fall.

The light gets closer no focus on the formation around the 
light.

A rope coming across Deborah’s face

DEBORAH
Noo-

The rope coming across her mouth.

Lopes quickly coming around her chest, tighten to a grip of 
no movement from Deborah. 

Deborah body surrounded by a dark fog.
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The rope came over Deborah three more times to seal the deal. 

Fingers appearing under Deborah’s arm pits.

Black and blue fingers, the fingernails revealed blue veins.

The sounds of laughter and crackling.

A quick yank, Deborah was on her feet, facing the bus doors, 
now OPEN.

Blurry vision, the light source behind Deborah. 

Deborah turns her head, to dark marble eyes, glowing in the 
fog. 

The rope pulling off Deborah’s body fast, causing a burning 
reaction.

The black marble eyes, pulling away from Gershom, fast in the 
darkness. 

A reflection of red light coming from the sky above the bus. 

A light in the mist of darkness.  

Deborah right hand seem to be glowing. A reflection off.

Her watch, reflecting from the sky.

A dim moon, red speck of light, as Deborah looks, shadows 
moving out the light the size of bugs in the mist of the fog.
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The sound of strong wind hitting Deborah face.

The redness of the light moving, Deborah looks down, standing 
on ghostly bones, every kind, foggy, but noticeable..

Deborah steps back as the wind almost pushes her off her 
feet.

The wind cause Deborah to face downwards, a moving shadow in 
the fog below.

Deborah looks up with a snap in her neck against the wind. 

A splash of rain drops hitting Deborah’s face, vision blurry.

Echoes of freestyling freaks
Wake UP!

DISSOLVE TO:

INT. DEBORAH BEDROOM - NIGHT

Deborah wrestling with the covers.

She’s lying on the floor by her bed.

DEBORAH
Jus a dream or nightmare, thank you 
Jesus.

Deborah throws the covers off, her nightgown wet.

DEBORAH (CONT’D)
Dang, ugh.

Deborah sits up and glances out the window, a full moon.

MATCH CUT TO:
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INT. DEN - YEARS BACK

Deborah looking out the window from underneath a couch.

Deborah sees a lady shoe to the left. 

Someone was sitting on the couch legs crossed.

GRANDMA (O.C.)
Hum, another one

MOTHER (O.C.)
Yes Ma, their waking me up in 
sweat, out my sleep.

GRANDMA (O.C.)
What was your thoughts before you 
went to sleep?

MOTHER (O.C.)
Well-

CALEB (O.C.)
(screaming)

Momma, Emanuel got stung by a big 
Bee!

Another shoe touches the floor and quickly leaves out to the 
back door.

YOUNG DEBORAH
(mumbles)

Every time it’s either Emanuel or 
Caleb.

Young Deborah slides from under the couch.

BACK TO:

INT. DEBORAH BEDROOM - NIGHT

Deborah takes her eyes off the full moon as she stands up and 
looking down at her nightgown.

Young Deborah starts humming...
It’s a shammmmmeeee
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Deborah walks towards the door to the hallway.

FADE IN:

THE SUN OVER THE WILDERNESS

ECLIPSE IN TRANSFORMATION

The MOON coming over the SUN

DEBORAH OLDER (O.S.)
It’s time to mingle with the 
enviable.

ECLIPSE covering the sun causing total darkness

EXT. BUS STOP - EVENING - A YEAR LATER

Deborah standing at the bus stop, a woman passes by quickly.

She wore a dirty wedding dress.

DEBORAH
(impatiently)

Come on bus

The woman skips by fast, enough for Deborah to get a detail 
view.

The woman hair uncombed for months, lots of red make-up, red 
bright lipstick. The lipstick running outside the lips. 

A DARK MOLE on her face under her eye.

DEBORAH (CONT’D)
(sarcastic)

Plastic surgery and drugs.
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The woman stops boldly after the statement and backs it up to 
Deborah..

Her eyes closed, the mole, a tattoo of a BLACK TEAR DROP, 
swollen and infected, the size of her nose.

Her dress covers her feet.

She skips away from Gershom, head never turning or eyes never 
open. 

Around the building.

Deborah took a step forward

DEBORAH (CONT’D)
(stern)

Today is not the day, don’t come 
fucking with me.

Both ways up the street, nothing, not a sound

DEBORAH (CONT’D)
Bus?!

A man comes running up the other side of the street, fast, A 
top HAT on his head.

DEBORAH (CONT’D)
(rudely)

I’m not that bitch, today.

Deborah look around while the man was running out of view.

Deborah pick up a stick off the ground, bending down..

A SHADOW moves up her thigh...

Deborah turns quickly...
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She’s staring into the face of the woman, she’s bending in 
the same format as Deborah. Mocking Deborah, boldly.

The tattoo on her face, had a pulse, moving down the face of 
the woman.

The woman takes off skipping, her hands tuck in her dress. 
Her sunken eyes still closed, surrounding by a dark ring.

She was almost around the building..

She starts skipping backwards towards Deborah..

She takes off running to the building..

Deborah squatted to catch her breath, she’s frighten.

DEBORAH (CONT’D)
Is she toying with me? Is she 
blind? 

A SHADOW appearing at the tips of Deborah shoes and 
disappearing.

Deborah looks it’s behind a tree.

The man with the top hat takes off from behind the tree, 
running so fast, Deborah couldn’t see the feet.

Deborah stood up, grabbing the stick tight.

The top hat dirty, a black tuxedo, his eyes closed as his 
head turns and looks at Deborah as it proceeded around the 
building.
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FLASHBACK - SECONDS - EARLIER  

Deborah memory kick in...

The man nose was burning slowly at the tip, Deborah saw a red 
lit nose, like the butt of a lit cigarette.

Deborah snaps out of thoughts quickly...

A SHADOW coming from the other direction.

Sand spinning around the woman as she came up the street from 
the opposite side that she left on.

The clay sand was spinning up past her waist..

She stops a few feet in front of Deborah...

Waist down is the man, pants covering shoes, in this dirt 
storm.

DEBORAH
What TH-

Deborah food exit her mouth to the pavement.

The dirt storm moving all the way to the top of her head. 

Deborah couldn’t move..

The clay dirt took over the view and Deborah couldn’t see 
inside the dirt tornado.
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The dirt storm moved back down and a top hat could be seen, 
steam coming from the top.

Down far enough to see his face, the tattoo on her face now 
on his, moving towards the tip of his nose, coming from 
underneath the eye.

His eyes closed and the wind zoomed him, quickly pass the 
building.

Deborah drop down to a squat and what was left in her stomach 
content came out.

DEBORAH (CONT’D)
Come on bus.

The wind shifting, stronger back to the opposite side..

The woman coming back, the sand storm at her waist again.

She stops in the same spot. 

The tattoo moving up and down her face, from under her eye to 
her mouth..

The sand storm goes up to her neck, quickly and her head 
begins to turn. 

The sand coming over her FACE.

Coming back down, the head twisting.

The man’s face, NOSE smoking.

The tattoo moving around to his face, to the tip of HIS NOSE. 

Deborah falls back on her bottom, startled by what her eyes 
jus saw.
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The smoke from the nose begins to cover the sand storm...

The wind begin to move, the smoke covering the sand storm..

The sand storm ten feet away, something got tossed out of 
it...

Tossed into Deborah’s face, the top HAT on fire, bursting 
into a huge flame, being pulled back like a yo yo...

It turn into ashes before it was pull in the smoke sand 
storm...

The streets was empty again..

DEBORAH (CONT’D)
Bus..bus...come on bus.

A light coming on down the street, Deborah begin to stand. 

A car moving slowly, a ELDER LADY driving, early 80’s with a 
flower hat, and white gloves.  

Deborah standing, breathing is normal but she was covered in 
sweat.

Deborah stares into to the car as it passes slowly..

The face of the elder lady, made of plastic, silver shiny 
strings on her shoulder going up. 

Her hands tape to the steering wheel..
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Her face begins to melt, and lips swelling.

She was made out of wax, and she was the puppet for something 
in the back seat.

A glowing big frown in the back seat.

The hat sinking into her melting head.  

DEBORAH (CONT’D)
(groaning)

I’m not feeling good, I know that 
can bring on illusions. Bus? Bus!

The frown fading out in the darkness in the backseat, as her 
FACE disappearing under the HAT.

A gas pedal was pushed as the car raced out Deborah’s view.

Sounds of an elephant screaming, getting louder.

Lights coming down the street, bright..

Deborah couldn’t make out what it was..

DEBORAH (CONT’D)
I’m going to faint.

The city bus, as the doors came open.

Deborah reached in her pocket holding on to the rails..
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INT. BUS - EVENING

Deborah looking at the name plate and not the eyes of the bus 
driver.. IRA

IRA 
Smile, sweetie, it shows a joyful 
soul.

DEBORAH
(looking down)

I’m trying.

Deborah walks to the back of the empty bus, and sits down.

Ira staring in the rearview mirror at Deborah.

Deborah begins to look out the window. 

Deborah closes her eyes to relax.

INT. KITCHEN - EVENING

DEBORAH OLDER (O.S.)
Two hundred and sixty four weeks 
and two days

Deborah standing over the stove, stirring something in a pot.

A red HAND flying in the air in front of Deborah’s face.

SMAACKKK!!

DEBORAH OLDER (O.S.) (CONT’D)
Day three, truth or dare marches in 
with a new swagger.

A few seconds earlier...
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Deborah over the stove sautéing onions and squash in a frying 
pan.

On the other burner, rice cooking.

Deborah looks at the pot and a starchy boil at the top...

Deborah sees a red hot hand come out the pot and..

Smack her on the side of her face and return back into the 
pot.. 

Deborah shakes her head as she lends up against the 
refrigerator, holding her face.

Deborah turns and looks out the kitchen window to reverse the 
shock. 

The sound of strong wind.

Deborah closing off sound with her hands to her ears.

A cactus HUMAN figure by the gate, a half moon behind the 
figure.

Shadows moving in the yard, the FIGURE, being still..

A sound comes to Deborah ears as she turns and slings the POT 
off the stove onto the floor..

The fire alarming going off..

Deborah face stinging, she goes into a rage and starts 
screaming..
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She turns back to the window and on the counter, keys, 
grabbing them..

She turns to run out the door and the STOVE is gone.

She doesn’t even notice..

Deborah running past many shadows in the house as she touches 
the door knob..

Deborah opens the front door.

She hears trotting and monstrous breathing, behind her.

She opens the car door and SMALL SHADOW leaps in...

Deborah jumps in not noticing..

INT. CAR - NIGHT

The car is covered with SHADOWS..

The car zooms backwards down the driveway, without using the 
brakes.

It’s thrown into to D, once it’s in the middle of the 
street..

Smoke from the exhaust pipe covering the street..

Deborah turns on the radio to relax..
She’s the pretty in pink that makes 
you think, she.. 

Deborah hands shaking as she turns down the volume.

A cellphone is ringing in Deborah’s pants pocket.

Shaking she turns to the side and pulls out a cellphone..

DEBORAH
Yes.

The other side of phone, two men voices, speed talking, in 
different language..
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DEBORAH (CONT’D)
(rudely)

Hola, Ciao, Bonjour, Hallo!

Female voice on line..
Hola? Hola.

DEBORAH (CONT’D)
No comprehenda espanol, Audios. 

Deborah taking the CELLPHONE away from ear..

Female voice..
Error, veinte siete

Deborah glances at the cellphone to view number.

Female voice..
Apriete, numbre uno!

DEBORAH (CONT’D)
What Ever!

Deborah finger moving to press END.. 

Female voice in back seat with humor..
Quien le yo temor!!
TU!!?

Deborah hits ends and tosses the phone to the seat..

Deborah hears heavy breath in the back seat..

She turns quickly...

YAMIN, a Shih Tzu, female black in color..

Yamin staring from the floor in the back seat.  
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DEBORAH (CONT’D)
Yamin? Come on.

Deborah patted the passenger seat.

Yamin didn’t move.

Deborah looks forward and a SHADOW is coming up the hood on 
the passenger side.

A fog with the Shadow.

The sounds of scratching on the vehicle.

Deborah looks harder, a LOCUST, walking up the car. Tarantula 
body, walking on its back legs on the hood. 

FLASHBACK - MOMENTS EARLIER

Deborah closes the car door, legs shaking..

She looks into the visor..

Deborah face blood shot red on one side.

Deborah eyes change, furious.

INT. CAR - PRESENT

The LOCUST climbing up the vehicle with no hesitation.

Deborah swerves to the side to shake it off.
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No pause from the locust.

Yamin begins to whine.

A mirror SWORD shiny in the locust front hands with no 
fingers.

The brown locust the size of Yamin.

Deborah swerving harder this time.

Yamin..
Aaawhhhoo

Yamin jumps on the passenger seat. Staring at Deborah.

Deborah doesn’t pay attention, as she frowns.

Deborah swerves again, this time almost hitting a parked car.

The locust still moving slowly up the car.

DEBORAH
GET OFF!!

Deborah hits the brakes, and the LOCUST slides off. 

A bump under the wheel..

DEBORAH (CONT’D)
A mind is a trouble thing to waste!

Deborah reach over to grab a cigarette out the center 
console.
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Deborah lites the cigarette, and reaches over to the radio 
knob.

She looks in the rearview mirror, smoke going to the back of 
the car.

Deborah looks around and cracks the window.

DEBORAH OLDER (O.S.)
Trompe l’oeil

The smoke making a shape in the back of vehicle.

The shape of a SWORD.

Deborah toss the cigarette out the window on the deserted 
road.

Yamin looking in the back seat and started, barking.

DEBORAH
(screams)

I’m tried

Yamin barking begins to echo.

Deborah looks at her gauge, 82..

All the WINDOWS went down.

The smoke went out the window.

Deborah, angered and frustrated..
Chicken shit!

The cellphone started ringing.

Deborah reached over and hit Ignore.

Deborah put the car in park, turning the car off.
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Deborah put another cigarette to her mouth.

Yamin begins to bark again.

Deborah looking around..
Be quiet, I need a second in peace.

Deborah takes her last pull before toss it out the door and 
stepping out.

EXT. CAR 

The sky dark and empty.

Deborah looks towards the open door.
Yamin, come on.

Yamin stays in the car, footsteps heard outside the car.

DEBORAH
You’re pissing me off!

Deborah grabs Yamin and walks to the door in the dark garage.

She grabs the door knob and turns.

DEBORAH (CONT’D)
Ain’t that a bitch, this door is 
never locked.

Deborah turns to walk out the garage, SHADOWS moving.

A SHADOW on the ground moving towards Deborah.

A shadow of a HAND, moving with the wind.
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The shadow touching the shadow of Deborah’s NECK.

Deborah gets chills on her neck, the shadow turns into a 
cloud of smoke, surrounding her.

As black smoke filling her eyes.

DEBORAH SCREAMS!

INT CAR - PRESENT

Deborah still in drivers seat, screaming, smoke filled her 
face. 

The cigarette falling out her hand and on the seat between 
her legs. 

She was daydreaming, the smoke bring her back quick.

Deborah jumps out the car slapping at the seat.

EXT. CAR - EVENING

DEBORAH
(crazed laughter)

My mind playing tricks on me.

Deborah put the smoke out.
Yamin let’s go, hustle!

Yamin jumps out whining.

Deborah closes the door and proceeds to the garage. 

The sound of foot steps behind her.

She runs and reaches for the door knobs.
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She turns the knob the ground starts to rumble.

She closes the door quickly behind her and locks it.

INT. DINING ROOM

The dining room, lights dim in the chandelier, shadows 
everywhere. 

DEBORAH
What’s uppe-

Deborah looks around no other human present. 

She looks towards the exit and entrance to the other room. 

A shadow covered a picture on the wall.

Deborah step toward it to get to the doorway.

The picture the size of a poster.

The picture begins to swirl within the frame. The effects of 
hot tar being stirred. 

Swirling, PANTHER developing as Deborah stared in disbelief.

A PANTHER with a CUB in mouth. The fast effect of moving 
clouds changing shapes.

The PANTHER changing into a MONKEY, Deborah couldn’t stop 
staring.

The MONKEY peeking out a BOWL.
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The sounds of crunching picking up in the air.

The MONKEY forming a grin, peering over the BOWL.

The Bowl turning into a human SKULL.

A Light coming on underneath the door, a shadow walking 
towards the door.

A light switch in the hallway turn off.

Deborah stood, staring in shock.

A SHADOW in the corner of the door, appearing to the refocus 
of Deborah eyes.

The SHADOW moving out to show a physical owner, that’s is 
standing in the corner.

YAMIN
Woof! Woof! Woof!

Yamin breathing heavily at Deborah ankles.

The lights in the hallway comes back on under the door.

The SHADOW gone, Deborah moves towards the hallway door, 
quickly.

As Deborah closes the dining room door, behind Yamin. 

A eerie voice spoke at the same time as the squeaky rusting 
door closed...
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We’ll meet, in due time, chicken 
shit.

Door closes.

INT. CAR - MOMENTS LATER

Deborah look out the side view mirror, her LIPS grinning.

Side view, Deborah LIPS, grin. 

She cranks up the car, and reach for the radio KNOB. 

Deborah hand shaking.

She’s puts the car in R then D, and reaches for a cigarette 
inside the purse laying on the passenger seat.

Yamin on the back seat.

Deborah puts cigarette in mouth and reach on center console 
for CELLPHONE.

Deborah opens it and press on the miss call.

DEBORAH
Hello?

FEMALE
Hola?

The sound of the female voice echoing within the car.

FEMALE (CONT’D)
(laughing)

In due time
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A busy signal, Deborah slings the cellphone on the seat.

Taking the cigarette out her mouth and crumbling it.

DEBORAH
Play time is over.

Yamin jumps into the passenger seat.

Deborah looks in the REARVIEW MIRROR, dark tire TREADS 
marking lifted a foot off the ground. Following the vehicle.

Deborah look in the REARVIEW MIRROR, the street was deserted. 

Deborah shaking her head and looks back out the REARVIEW 
MIRROR.

Something shiny sticking out the tread marks, two one on each 
tread.

Deborah head snaps, as she hits a bump in the road.

She looks in the rearview, the tread marks riding the air.

The TREAD MARKS, shiny in different parts, following the 
vehicle. 

FLASHBACK - EARLIER  

The locust on the vehicle, something shiny in its hand.

INT. CAR - PRESENT

The rearview mirror show the tread marks went back farther 
then Deborah could see.
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DEBORAH
Why ME?

Rattling heard on the passenger floor. The cellphone.

Yamin growls and looks over at Deborah.

Deborah looks at Yamin eyes as she stared.

Deborah looks forward and turns the wheel hard to the left.

Everything not tape down, shifted to the right.

FLASHBACK - MOMENTS EARLIER

Deborah looks in Yamin eyes and can see a car coming straight 
at them. 

Deborah instinct kicks in before her sight of the front view, 
as her head turn forward, the vehicle did the same.

INT. CAR - PRESENT

Deborah shaken up, looking forward and grabbing the wheel 
with both hands tight.

FLASHBACK IN THOUGHTS - CONTINUOUS

Deborah looking forward and could see the HANGMAN on the 
wall..

Deborah sees the PIG EYES filled with darkness

As Deborah drove gripping the wheel harder, she sees the TOP 
HAT coming towards the windshield, and being yank back as 
fast as it came in.
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The rearview, the TREAD MARKS cover with a trail of shiny 
reflectors, the same in the LOCUST hand.

INT. CAR 

Deborah looks over to the right to find Yamin and a SHADOW 
jumps in and out, within the trees.

Deborah stares, the SHADOW jumps in the tree right above the 
dim street light.

A BLACK HANGMAN, darker then the darkness that surrounded it. 

It grabs to branches on each side, swinging back and forth.

The dark HANGMAN moving the branches. Creating more SHADOWS  
on the ground.

The HANGMAN begin to rock faster.

A distance FOG creep into Deborah view. 

The cloud FOG shaping a floating image.

The image of ghostly little girl with her head bowing.

The cloud floats threw the front of the car.

Deborah puts her head down, covering her head with her hands.

Deborah grabs the gear of the vehicle and place it in P.
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Deborah looks around slowly, a THICK FOG covering the 
automobile. 

Deborah opens the car door, and looks towards the street 
light.

EXT. CAR - NIGHT

Deborah gets out slowly, looking around the environment. The 
fog thick.

The low light showed a DARK SHADOW, jumping on the top of it. 
Rattling what little light that could be seen.

A HANGMAN, stick arms, body, legs, and even darker round 
circle head.

Deborah stared in shock, dark PARTICLES falling off the 
hangman and in to the darkness below the light.

Deborah takes off running in darkness, only seeing a foot 
around her in the thick fog.

In the background a low mumble in the wind...
Jimmy crack corn and I don’t care, 
Jimmy crack corn and I don’t care.

Deborah stops in front of a door, grabbing the knob quickly 
and turning.

The sound of many small footsteps in background

Deborah release the grip from the door knob and grabs at the 
bottom of her shirt then reaching back at the door knob.
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As she turns a the door knob a SHADOW grew threw the fog on 
the door.

Deborah opens the door rushing inside.

INT. HOUSE

Deborah shuts the door and steps away, looking into the room. 
The room moving in a dizzy appearance, in Deborah eyes.

The background a low laughter and crying.

Deborah steps forward, darkness to the right. 

Very little light on the wall to the left.

A SHADOW moving on the wall, violently.

Deborah takes another step towards exiting out this room.

Deborah stretch her arm straight out, fingers reaches into 
the darkness.

Click Click

Deborah puts her arm now in front of her in the darkness...
(whispering)

Man, fuck. No dam lights!

Deborah looks towards the SHADOW on the wall, from the open 
curtains.

A SHADOW of HANGMAN on top of the light source, movement 
stop, just standing.

Deborah steps into the next room, around the opening light 
coming from upstairs.
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DEBORAH
Gotta get it, need closure to all 
this bullshit.

Deborah keeps step with a slow but steady pace.

She turns toward the opening between the walls.

She’s facing the entrance to the stairway. 

TWO FACES.

Deborah steps back, staring, rubbing her eyes.

The sound of crying and laughing echoing in the room.

One FACE, the cry now, on the other Laugh now.

DEBORAH (CONT’D)
Mask for decorations, it’s on the 
wall. I’m scaring myself.

Deborah covers her ears, as she takes her eyes off, two eyes 
appear in cry now mask.

Deborah steps into the stairway, going towards the light 
source.

DEBORAH (CONT’D)
(whispering)

Get ya mind right. Yamin?

Deborah takes her hands off her ears..
I ain’t never scared.

Deborah smirking as she continues up the stairs.
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The light becoming brighter as she makes it to the top of the 
stairway...

I will get answers.

Deborah two steps from the crack of a door, a SHADOW passing 
in the doorway.

A SHADOW HAND comes out the doorway slapping across Deborah’s 
face...

FLASHBACK - EARLIER THAT DAY

A HAND coming out the POT that Deborah stirring and slaps her 
in the face.

INT. HOUSE - PRESENT

Deborah boldly pushes the door open. 

The SHADOW moving quickly towards her.

On the off TV, movement of two shadows, a glare of a low watt 
LAMP beside the TV.

A small round SHADOW and a long skin SHADOW, humanly, 
wrestling with each other.

All the lights in the room shut off.

The computer scene blinks on to present. A PAIR OF glowing 
EYES, coming in. 

The eyes coming in from a distance small growing big towards 
the screen.

The EYES on the screen lids begin to close.
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The room went dark..

Glowing EYES open on the other side of the room.

Deborah took a step towards it.

Deborah stares, the eyes human but upside down on it’s face.

Deborah stares closer and takes another step.

Two holes for NOSTRILS, the BODY fuzzy.

The LIPS swollen with a female smirk.

Black HAIR, thick and curly covering up the neck.

The monstrous LADY closes her EYES.

DARKNESS..

The window on wall open a little light. 

Dark clouds passing, from in front of the moon.

A little light present, on the monster standing in the corner 
of two walls. 

Under the monster neck, the upper body of a ten year old.

Deborah eyes continuing down, the short ARMS covered with a 
black dress, also covering the FINGERS.

It look to be a midget, but it was standing tall as Deborah.

The DRESS hung all the way down, couldn’t see pass the knees, 
the light source went into darkness.
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The dark clouds moving, a shift in lighting.

Its FACE covered with darkness, Deborah could see it, from 
the waist to the floor.

The length of the DRESS stop, two feet above the floor.

A TAIL appeared to be coming out the bottom of the dress to 
the floor.

Deborah looks downward to connect with the floor.

A PITCHFORK, stuck in the floor, this holding the body up.

The dark clouds coming over to create a darkness in the room.

Darkness.

The clouds moving.

A light  from the window, set at the eyes of this monster. 
The EYES open as Deborah stared.

The monster staring back, the clouds movement opens new light 
all the way down to the mouth.

The monster GRINNING..

DEBORAH (O.C.)
No more!

Deborah reaches over to grab it.

Deborah stops in her tracks as her hand is stretched out..

The MONSTER mimicking Deborah movement, it’s short black ARM 
stretched out towards Deborah disappearing in the darkness of 
the room.

Deborah feeling something on the tips of her finger tips, 
trap in the darkness.

ANTS crawling down Deborah arm as a shade of light shines on 
that part of the arm.

Deborah yanks, as the dark clouds begin to cover the moon. 

Deborah ARM stuck in the air, straight forward. 

Deborah was stuck to the monster in the darkness, at the 
fingertips.
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Deborah looks towards the monster CHEST, the lighting 
changed...

BLACK ANTS covered the dress.

BOOOOOOOOOMMMM!!

Deborah reaches in for a full grab...

Do or Die!! Tired of being SCARED!!

The moon cover with a dark cloud..

Total darkness..

The sounds of a HIGH PITCHED SCREAM..

INT. A ROOM - MONTHS LATER

EYES open to bright lights, the sound of water dipping in 
background

DEBORAH OLDER (O.S.)
Thirteen, eleven.

Blurry HANDS swinging slowly in the brightness.

DEBORAH OLDER (CONT’D)
Romans

LADY (O.C.)
(softly)

Deebbooraah

Deborah swings her ARMS in the air, a bright light still in 
her eyes.

LADY (O.C.) (CONT’D)
Deborah, sweetie, calm down.

Out of the light a HAND touches Deborah’s ARM.

LADY (O.C.) (CONT’D)
Do you know where you are?

Deborah turns her head, bringing focus to her eyes..
Huspillow.

A fuzzy LADY standing in front of Deborah, Deborah laying in 
a bed.
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LADY (CONT’D)
Come out of it slowly. Get some 
more rest, a zealous visitor is 
coming, tomorrow.

The nurse placing a BOOK on the table beside Deborah as the 
lights filled her sight.

FADE OUT.

DEBORAH (O.C.)
(echoes)

I’m alive.

FADE IN:

INT. BEDROOM - NIGHT

MANY YEARS LATER

JOSEPH, Deborah husband, in his late forties.

Joseph laying in the bed, and swarming coming from beside 
him.

JOSEPH
(whispering)

Honey Bee.

Deborah still swarming, Joseph places his hand on top of 
hers.

Deborah EYES open.

JOSEPH (CONT’D)
Dream or nightmare

DEBORAH OLDER
Dream, GOD sent a beautiful ending.

Joseph pecks Deborah on the LIPS.

Deborah giggles..
Don’t let the bed bugs bite, nite 
Handsome.

JOSEPH
(humorous)

I’m not worry about your nibbles, 
nite my sweetness.

DISSOLVE TO:
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EXT. GRAVE SITE - THREE DAYS LATER

Lots of people talking, standing around a grave. 

Gershom walks over to GILI..

Gili the daughter of Deborah, in her middle twenties..

Gershom hugs Gili.

Gershom putting her hands on both sides of Gili cheeks, 
looking eye to eye, staring.

GILI
GOD Ma, I know Ma is in a better 
place. I’m okay.

Gili kisses Gershom on the cheek..

Gili looks back in Gershom eyes, face to face.

GILI (CONT’D)
The jinx of Life.

Gershom grabs Gili hands and put them inside BENJAMIN hands.

Benjamin, Gili husband, when he’s at work, the basketball 
court knows him as the right handed bandit.

Gershom walks to the limousine.

She pauses looking in the sky.

Gershom hugs Joseph.

GILI (O.C.) (CONT’D)
Da, Amazing Grace.

Spoken by Gili as she walks over to Gershom and Joseph.

GILI (CONT’D)
It was in her sleep. GOD sent her a 
glorious ending. 

Gershom walks away as Gili hugs her dad.

Joseph pulls a ENVELOPE out his pocket as he wipes his eyes 
with the other hand.

JOSEPH
My word to her twenty years ago, 
here my Joy.
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Joseph hands the ENVELOPE to Gili.

Gili looks at the envelope as Joseph opens the limo door.

JOSEPH (CONT’D)
Open it, later. In your own 
privacy.

GILI
I’m on my A game. Homophones.

Joseph begins to chuckle.

GILI (CONT’D)
Your WORD to give me WORDS in this 
letter. 

Gili giggling...
Ma always planning ahead. She 
always had a way with words.

Gili smiles and she ducks into the open door.

INT. ROOM - THE NEXT DAY

Gili sitting at a desk and opens the ENVELOPE.

BENJAMIN (O.C.)
I’ll give you a moment, going to 
pick up, mini me.

GILI
Love, remind them of Da celebration 
on Sunday

Benjamin peeks in the room from the doorway, walks over and 
kisses Gili on the lips.

As he walks out..

JOSEPH
Chicken dressing and sweet potato 
pie? Believe me there coming, later 
gator.

GILI
After while crocodile.

Laughter from the both of them as Benjamin exits the room.

Gili pulls the PAPER out the envelope.
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EXT. WOODS - THE NEXT DAY

Gili turns from a tree, with carving of BEE luv JOE, and on 
the other side, carve in the tree RC & PH 4ever.

Gili starts to count steps from the tree.

Several steps and Gili stops

GILI
Right here, my love.

Joseph starts to dig..

BENJAMIN (O.C.)
(laughing)

Old school, give new school first 
bid. 

Joseph smiles and hands the shovel to Benjamin.

GILI
(chuckles)

What a way to butter up your in 
law. Old? More like a legacy. What 
a beautiful day. Keep digging new 
school.

JOSEPH
(humorous)

Hustle, get a faster flow, slow 
school.

BENJAMIN
(laughing)

Oh, two against one, let the games 
begin. 

As Benjamin tossed the dirt, faster.

EXT. WOODS - MOMENTS LATER

Gili hands filled with bright wild flowers..

Benjamin pulls out a BLACK BAG, from a short dug hole.

GILI
(takes deep breath)

It’s time for understanding.

Gili smiles as Benjamin hands her the bag.
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JOSEPH
It’s time.

INT. ROOM - LATER

Gili looks at three STACKS of FOLDERS on the desk in front of 
her.

Gili picks up the shortest stack.
(mumbles)

Start with oldest to newest. The 
good, the bad and the ugly.

Gili opens the folder, the papers very fragile from aging.
(O.C.)

I saw a hangman

YOUNG DEBORAH (O.S.)
I didn’t see Amos, I remember 
Saturday morning cartoons, Tom & 
Jerry, what a funny show.

DISSOLVE TO:

EXT. SHED - NIGHT

Shadows flying, a SHADOW flying in the shed.

YOUNG DEBORAH (O.S.)
My imagination running, Jerry’s 
shadow becoming the hangman, with 
the real movements from Amos. Funny 
and sad a combination that kept my 
mind nurtured.

Car lights coming into the driveway, creating shadows in the 
back yard.  

INT. SHED

Two SHADOWS on the wall. One a blob underneath a gigantic 
Shadow of a hangman. 

The shadow HEAD of the hangman stops, as the car lights turn 
off.

The HANGMAN SHADOW stood up.

Deborah turns and looks opposite of the shadow.
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AMOS FACE, a evil grin, fixing his pants.

He goes into his pocket and pulls out Candy, tossing it to 
the shadow on the ground.

His SHADOW takes off running out the shed.

Deborah’s FACE, at seven, EYES full of TEARS, rolling down 
her face.

The SHADOW hesitate at the window to the shed, and moves 
swiftly in to the trees.

Deborah gets up and starts to walk backwards out the shed.

EXT. SHED - NIGHT

YOUNG DEBORAH
(mouth barely moving)

Twill lil lee, twill lil lee

Down the side of Deborah’s MOUTH flowing with TEARS...
Twill lil lee

Deborah in front of the back door touching the door knob. 

The sound of another door opens...

AMOS
College examines tomorrow, you can 
pay the rest next week. The boys 
are in the room reading Marvel 
comics and Deb’s in the shed, I 
think playing with her dolls. 

Mumbling from my mother in the boys room..

AMOS (CONT’D)
They were great, I love baby-
sitting them, they never defy my 
authority. 

Mumbling coming into the room..

MOTHER (O.C.)
..you coming from, leaving them by 
themselves in the house and the 
shed.

Deborah could hear the voice outside from the front yard.
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AMOS
I was putting my books in the car, 
I knew you would be home shortly. 
Good Night.

Amos closed the door quickly.

Deborah opens the door mumbling...
Twill lil lee

DISSOLVE TO:

INT. ROOM - PRESENT

Gili stops reading and looks at the folders

GILI
Ma, tell your story.

A tear from Gili dropping on the folder.

Gili flips to the next page, and begins to read...
Naïve and a sweet tooth and his 
lies about Adam and Eve.

Gili and Young Deborah voice..
This secret would lay dormant for 
years. Scared to tell, a diary 
would fill in the

YOUNG DEBORAH (O.S.)
Void.

EXT. DRIVEWAY - AFTERNOON - PAST

A CAR pulling in the driveway, position slightly on the 
grass. A SHADOW moving back and forth to the stirring wheel.

In the house...

INT. DEN - MOMENTS LATER

Young Deborah running in the hallway, breathing heavy.

GILI (O.C.)
Cluster of headaches, let me 
remind.

CUT TO:
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INT. DEN - MOMENTS EARLIER

Caleb sitting on the couch, Emanuel under the coffee table 
with a cast on his arm. Deborah looking towards the TV. 

AKIRA sitting on the recliner.

Akira, their older cousin, Mother first cousin, they even 
went to the same high school.

YOUNG DEBORAH
(singing)

Do a deer a female deer...

Noise coming from outside, a car door slams and harsh 
swearing filled the air.

EXT. FRONT DOOR

The front door opens..

AKIRA
Watch the movie and stay inside the 
house.

Akira puts one leg outside the door.
I mean it!

Caleb, Deborah, and Emanuel spoke...
(O.C.)

Yes ma’am

Akira steps out on the front porch closing the door.

A SHADOW moving close to Akira.

Akira has a stun look on her face.

AKIRA (CONT’D)
Don’t come around these babies like 
this. You knew I had them for the 
day.

Swaying of the SHADOW in front of Akira.

MALE (O.C.)
Take them to the park, museum, or 
something. I’m going to watch the 
game in my chair.
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Stepping in Akira Face, a MAN in a police uniform.

AKIRA
Game is way later, let them finish 
the movie, then we’ll go outside. 
Relax in the room for a bit.

OFFICER
(laughing)

Feed me C’more

Officer wobbling back and forth in and out of Akira face.

AKIRA
On the stove.

Akira started patting her foot.

Officer, drinking out of a big COFFEE MUG. 

OFFICER
Nah, I’m going to sit in MY chair, 
where I pay bills at!

Akira face getting red.

AKIRA
You can’t even stand up straight.

Akira folds her arms.

OFFICER
Got off earlier and had a hard day-

(forgetting his thoughts)

AKIRA
No you’re not going be around them 
like this. You’re being very 
ignorant, right now.

OFFICER
(slurring)

Bitch, watch your tone.

AKIRA
Oh No you didn’t humm, we’re 
leaving.

Akira turns to go in the house and the SHADOW reaches for 
her.
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OFFICER (O.C.)
Where do you think you’re going.

INT. DEN

Three SHADOWS on roof moving, Akira, Officer and the mug in 
his hand.

Caleb, Deborah, and Emanuel take off running in different 
directions.

Deborah took off down the hallway.

EXT. FRONT DOOR

Akira pushing the CHEST of the Officer.

AKIRA
I don’t think you want to do that 
again, you’re drunk and I know self 
defense. 

OFFICER
Oh ya bad now, I got ya bad hang 
and swing.

Akira slaps the Officer in the face.

The Officer grabs her by both arms, shaking Akira. 

Akira foot came up and kick the SHADOW.

AKIRA
You’re crazy!

INT. BEDROOM

Deborah under the bunk beds, watching the SHADOWS on the 
inside from the SHADOWS on the outside.

EXT. FRONT YARD

Akira moves quickly as the Officer rushes her missing again, 
falling on the ground. 

AKIRA
Tired yet, ignoramus.

Akira looks towards the front door.
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AKIRA (CONT’D)
The babies.

A SHADOW rushes towards Akira and she jumps out the way. 

The Officer slamming into the wall, not moving.

Akira looks down at the Officer...
Fuck me once shame on you, fuck me 
twice shame on me. Promises now 
broken, Jack Rabbit sleep it off. 
You jus killed Our tomorrow, it’s a 
wrap no more we or us, officially 
you and I. 

Akira opens the door, the Officer laying on the ground, 
snoring.

INT. BEDROOM

Deborah under the bed shaking and sweating..

The bedroom door opens wider.. 

Enters the SHADOW.

AKIRA and EMANUEL walking in, holding HANDS.

AKIRA
Oh, my sweetest bee, I’m sorry.

Akira reaching under bed for Deborah.

AKIRA (CONT’D)
Come on, you don’t have to worry 
about that wolf anymore. This pig 
has found wisdom.

Deborah grabs Akira hands, shaking.

EXT. PLAYGROUND - YEARS BACK

Caleb, Deborah, and Emanuel in a circle around a piece of 
paper. 

CALEB
She told Momma it’s over it would 
never happen, again.

Caleb looks at Deborah and Emanuel
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EMANUEL
I’m glad he’s gone, a burnt 
offering to the memories

YOUNG DEBORAH
(giggling)

E man, you and your church quotes.

Caleb reaching down.

CALEB
Quotes, this one I’m so tired of, 
“children should be...

DISSOLVE TO:

INT. ROOM - PRESENT

Gili closing the folder, putting it to the side and pick up 
another.

GILI
Mental trauma, causing visual 
horror.

Gili opens and begins to read...

EXT. FRONT YARD - YEARS BACK

Caleb picking up a stick..

Deborah, chewing on gum and drawing on the ground, with a 
stick.

GILI (O.S.)
I trapped memory, to keep from 
exploding, not realizing at that 
time, it was very damaging.

DEBORAH OLDER (O.S.)
My angrier would do a peek a boo.

Deborah looking at the STICK in her face.

GILI (O.C.)
My past was haunting my future. A 
frightening rescue that touched a 
panic attack.

CAR swerving a distance, moving fast, running over the fence.
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FLASHBACK - INT - BEDROOM

Akira bending down...
You don’t have to worry about that 
wolf anymore. This pig-

CUT TO:

EXT. FRONT YARD - FLASHBACK

Car swerving over the fence in the front yard.

Car stuck in gears.

DEBORAH OLDER (O.S.)
Symbolically stirring my last scare 
in this future shock.

Deborah stares forward, foggy WOLF, LITTLE GIRL, and PIG in 
the cloud of smoke.

Driver in the car, sounding like the PIG, snoring.

DRIVER
(upset)

Why? She do this, Why!?

Car becoming the WOLF and on the wind shield the LITTLE 
GHOSTLY GIRL. 

The ghost of the little girl looking at the Driver. 

Car clucks and stalls, dirt flying in the air.

DRIVER (CONT’D)
The whore moniker and my dam job in 
the same fuckin’ Day!

The Driver turning into the Pig, a misty shadow in the car.

The gears becoming unstuck and the car moving towards Caleb 
and Deborah. 

Little ghostly girl head turns towards Caleb and Deborah, 
then disappears on the windshield .

Caleb and Deborah starts to run towards the front door.

Cloud of dirt producing around the car, as it tail spins in 
the yard, heading towards the front door.

Caleb and Deborah feet becoming SHADOWS, moving on the 
ground.
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Deborah FEET, stumbles on the stick..

Caleb FEET coming besides Deborah.

The car three feet away from them as they ran..

In the car the Driver was visual insane. 

The car stalls again as the little ghostly girl sits on the 
hood. 

The Driver hits the gas, the sand make it invisible to see 
outside the car.

Caleb and Deborah jumps in the OPEN front door..

Dirt flying in the open front door.

Emanuel slams the DOOR, background screaming and crash.

MOTHER (O.C.)
Children!!

The sound of mother racing from the back to the front door. 
The washing machine couldn’t hide all the noise.

WIPE TO:

INT. ROOM - PRESENT

Gili reading..
Under pressure I was a weakling or 
was I..

Gili turns the page and started reading...

The gum clogging up my breathing 
tube. I knew Ma, was a superhero, 
others saw her as a nurse. The 
point, she came jus in time.

Gili close the folder and looks out the window..
But you still smiled and brought 
joy to many.

Gili opens the next folder and begins to read...
Bury..

YOUNG DEBORAH
(whispering)

The secret..

FADE TO:
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FLASHBACK - EXT - BACKYARD

View of TREES..

Three shadows around a dug hole..

CALEB
Yes bury.

With hesitation in Caleb voice..
No need for a flame.

Caleb lends over the hole, smiling.

YOUNG DEBORAH (O.C.)
(giggling)

Emanuel? Your spelling sucks. Car 
is spell with a C not a K. Momma 
says sound out your words, duh. 

FADE IN:

FLASHBACK - BEDROOM - YEARS BACK

SHADOWS of someone seating on a bed and someone in the bed.

Young Deborah laying on her bed.

A SHADOW leans over and LIPS kisses Deborah forehead.

The SHADOW stands up, moving towards the door.

YOUNG DEBORAH
Nite nite, Ma.

MOTHER
Good night Honey Bee, don’t let the 
bed bugs bite.

Giggles echoing the room as the SHADOW cracks the door.

INT. ROOM - PRESENT

Gili turns the PAGE...
De ja’vu rehearsed..

FLASHBACK - INT - BUS - DAY

Deborah looking out the window as the rain is falling.
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GILI (O.S.)
I rehearsed my insanity.

DARK CLOUDS forming in the sky.

TEENAGERS talking and starting to exit the bus.

Deborah looking out the window at the rain.

Deborah balls up her fist. Three stiff punches to the back of 
the seat.

Deborah HAND, red and knuckles bleeding.

Deborah screams at the top of her lungs.

The TEENAGERS still moving off bus, no one heard the internal 
scream.

Deborah FACE, cheeks and eyes red.

Outside the window GERSHOM FACE.

Deborah not seeing GERSHOM, staring right at her.

Deborah gets up and place her bloody hand in her pocket.

Gershom walks quickly towards the bus doors.
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Deborah is the last person to get off, the bus driver outside 
having a conversation with another driver.

Deborah head down no longer crying.

GERSHOM, standing to the side of the bus door.

Deborah steps down, her mind upset she miss the last step.

Gershom catch her before she hits the ground.

Deborah snatch away from Gershom without even looking at her, 
Deborah face still looking down.

Gershom steps back and stares at Deborah.

Nobody notice, not one students or one faculty.

Gershom grabs Deborah and HUGS her tightly.

Deborah hears...
WAKE UP!

Deborah looks at Gershom face to face..
Thanks

School bell rings, Deborah smiles as she points to invisible 
watch. 

INT. CHURCH - A WEEK EARLIER

CALEB, EMANUEL and DEBORAH sitting side by side on a bench. 

Different FACES, line up one behind the other, a tunnel 
vision.
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Each FACE, one at a time, old and young, male and female, 
coming in rapidly and moving to the side for the next, 
disappearing.

The view of the whole room, a line of people, waiting for 
their turn to hug CALEB, EMANUEL, and DEBORAH.

DEBORAH EYES changed to madness, as Deborah looks forward at 
the casket, not moving and barely blinking.

DEBORAH OLDER (O.S.)
Seeing is not seeing, blind in the 
mind, changing fact to fiction.

A pause...
In a crowd no one saw. 

Echoes of CRYING, fills the air.

DEBORAH OLDER (O.S.) (CONT’D)
Taking my grief to different 
levels.

Deborah still sitting with fast movement around her.

Deborah closes her eyes and screams...
MMMMMMAAAAA

DEBORAH opens her eyes, people moving about hug one another.  

FADE TO:

DEBORAH OLDER (O.S.) (CONT’D)
Sleep was not exempt, roaming in a 
de ja’vu rehearsed

INT - BEDROOM - A WEEK LATER - NIGHT
MMMMMMAAAAAA

Deborah rolling out the bed, wet and full of tears...

FADE IN:

INT. OUTSIDE CLASSROOM - A YEARS LATER

Deborah knocks on door, with a folder in her hand.
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IZZY, a female high school teacher, waving for Deborah to 
come in.

DEBORAH OLDER (O.S.)
Tears of a clown.

Deborah sits at the desk in front of Izzy desk, Izzy behind 
desk talking on cellphone.

Deborah grinning anxiously for Izzy to hang up phone.

IZZY
Potatoes instead of rice, I’ll show 
my thanks, later, baby girl.

Izzy closes phone, turns to Deborah, as she rubs her NOSE.

IZZY (CONT’D)
(grinning)

Deborah the artist, all or it’s not 
going to work.

Deborah smile changes to confusion

DEBORAH
I’m still baby-sitting and I can 
have the rest in two weeks, Mrs. 
Izzy.

Izzy face changes as she took her EYEGLASS off, her skin 
getting darker, like a shadow inside her.

IZZY
Correction, Izzy, class has to paid 
up front and you’re behind.

DEBORAH
Can I show you some of my sketches 
with the hb pencils, this class is 
helpin-

IZZY
Excuse me, sketches? Do You have 
the total balance.

DEBORAH
Some, Mis- I mean Izzy, one more 
week and it should be paid in full.

Deborah reaching in her back pocket and opening a bank 
envelope.
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Izzy turn sideways as if she was busying filing.

IZZY
Got to have all of it.

DEBORAH
All but sixty-two dollars, that’s 
all I need-

Izzy starts to frown, turns towards Deborah and interrupts 
Deborah.

IZZY
No buts!

Deborah LEG starts shaking.

IZZY (CONT’D)
I’ve been around the block a few 
times. Pull someone else leg. You 
NEED air, food and water.

Izzy smiling

Dues or dues

DEBORAH
How about dreams

IZZY
Dreams? I guess I’m the first to 
introduce you to the real world. My 
dream, the girls basketball coach, 
reality is BILLS!

Izzy puts the edge of her eye glass to her lips.

Deborah EYE twitching.

IZZY (CONT’D)
(sarcasm)

Not to sound mean, I can’t risk my 
job.

Deborah gets up from the desk, upset, walks to the door as 
Izzy keeps mumbling.

IZZY (CONT’D)
Nothings FREE

At the end of Izzy mumbling.
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DEBORAH
(whisper)

Having a good heart is free.

Deborah opens the door to exit.

Izzy, back to filing, with her glass on, grinning..
Whatcha say young lady.

Deborah continues to walk out and slams the door.

DEBORAH (CONT’D)
Drama queen, no king, ha ha THAT!

Izzy in background Mumbling and laughing and a big sniff from 
the nose.

Deborah walking out the school, sun going down...
Izzy you can’t break my strives, 
Mr. Bitch.

Deborah standing in front of the bus stop...
Laugh in my face.

Deborah makes a fist and punches the other palm of her hand. 

INT. ROOM - PRESENT

Gili hand turns the page.

Gili reads...
A black out of angrier. Izzy, fake 
tears and bad habits. Creating two 
personalities within my 
observation.

Gili turns the page, a sketch of the sun rising over the 
mountains.

She turns the page, a sketch of Caleb Face as a child. 

She turns the page, a sketch of Emanuel face as a child.

She turns the page, a sketch of the desert.

She turns a sketch, a hangman splattered in the picture, 
underneath it a bon fire.
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She turns the page, pig biting into a bottle of liquor, TEETH 
big.

She turns the page, school bus turn upside down, as teenagers 
sat in their seats, very detailed.

She turns the page and begins to read...
The comical holy matrimony of a 
woman wanting to be a male. My 
episode of madness and frustration, 
brought on shock of hysteria.

FLASHBACK - BUS STOP - EVENING

Deborah bending down at the bus stop, FIST balled up, hitting 
the other palm over and over, breathing heavily.

Bus pulls up to Deborah.

Deborah steps on head down

IRA (O.C.)
Smile, sweetie, it shows a joyful 
soul.

DEBORAH
(looking down)

I’m trying.

Deborah sits in the back, Ira voice calming her down. 
Thinking of what jus happen.

FLASHBACK - INT - CLASSROOM

Laughing in the classroom of teenagers.

A knock on the classroom door.

Izzy seating at desk, hair curled up and her face had light 
make-up, blouse full of colors. No glass, contact lens.

IZZY
Enter. Okay class ten minutes of 
free time, yall were great today. 
Keep it up and tomorrow will have 
class outside.

The students cheering.
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Teenager walks over and hand Izzy a letter. 

Deborah glances at Izzy.

Izzy opens and reads letter.

Izzy face changes, EYES becoming mad.

Izzy MOUTH arose a smirk.

Izzy got up to step out the door...
Stay in your seats, or else.

Deborah saw a tear come from Izzy eyes, she wipe her eyes, 
pink polish on her nails.

She exit the room, laughing.

Teenagers playing and talking.

INTERCOM.. 
ATTENTION

Izzy comes back in...
Be quiet!

INTERCOM...
I’m proud to announce our new 
wildcats girls basketball coach 
coming from FSU and bring her 
assistant along.. 

TEENAGER
Miss Izzy you didn’t get it?

Mumbling arose in the classroom.

Izzy grin as if she didn’t care, EYES showed different, NOSE 
red and shiny...

That question is self explanatory.

INTERCOM..
Welcoming...

TEENAGER (CONT’D)
Booooo BOOOOOO

Teenagers laughter.

IZZY
Be quiet, all that IS not 
necessary.
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ANOTHER TEENAGE
Boooooooo

Izzy face produce a grin...
Come here and sit next to me OR two 
days home.

Izzy grinning as the teenager goes to her desk..

Teacher’s outspoken pet.

INT. ROOM - PRESENT

Gili sitting at desk and reads..
I saw Izzy female traits fade away 
while a drug infested male bully 
took over. An ugly introduction of 
slick insults with discouraging 
words to a hidden fighter.

Gili reading the last page in this folder, a zipped loc bag 
staple to it, full of photos.

She opens it...

Pictures of classmates and teachers.

Picture of Izzy standing next to classmate, smiling.

Next picture, Izzy sitting at desk, hair cut off, no make-up 
and no finger nail polish, nose shiny.

Gili turns the picture over, writing...
Izzy the comic, a year later

Gili opens the last folder.

DEBORAH OLDER
This was the last eye opener this 
would make me or break. A test that 
would make me humble. 

DISSOLVE TO:

FLASHBACK - KITCHEN

A HAND comes threw the smoke from the pot and slaps Deborah 
face. 

KOBE (O.C.)
Silly itch B!
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Kobe the tall dark and handsome, Deborah boyfriend since high 
school.

Deborah FACE, redness filling it, EYES, getting mad.

Deborah looking out the kitchen window, throwing water on her 
face from the faucet.

KOBE (CONT’D)
Talk too much.

Deborah vision blurry.

A SHADOW figure in the backyard.

The NEIGHBOR feeding dog on other side of fence, frozen from 
watching the whole scene.

BEEP BEEP, the fire alarming going off.

Deborah screams.. 

Deborah shakes her HEAD, and looks toward a pot smoking on 
the stove.

Deborah in a illusion of madness.

Deborah RIGHT EYE in a delusion. 

Deborah LEFT EYE, seeing the real.

RIGHT EYE.. POT flying in the air, stove gone.

LEFT EYE.. throwing pot at KOBE, grabbing KEYS 

Deborah takes off running

KOBE (CONT’D)
I’m burnt, itch B. You running, 
let’s see what happens when I catch 
YOU! 

Deborah runs out the house, footsteps close behind. 

Deborah opens the unlock car doors, Yamin leaps in.

CUT TO:

INT. CAR

Deborah looks in the visor mirror, LIP bleeding and the side 
of FACE red.
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Deborah wipes at her lip with hand, in puts the gear in R and 
smashes the pedal.

Deborah doesn’t brake, changing gears to D.

Deborah RIGHT EYE swelling, head twitching.

Deborah closes her left eye to see the damage to the right, 
vision blurring.  

Cellphone rings, as hand touches the knob on the radio. 

Deborah grabs cellphone.

Deborah answers...

Kobe cursing loudly, as the radio station coming in clearly 
and loud, a Spanish station.

Deborah HEAD shaking with tears in eyes.

Deborah closes the cellphone and turns down the station and 
hit scan.

A SHADOW growing in a fog, in front of the vehicle..

The sound of scratching.

RIGHT EYE.. A GIGANTIC LOCUST walking from the front of the 
car.

LEFT EYE.. BRANCH on the side of the car.

The branch on the car from Deborah swerving, snatch off a 
small branch in the neighbors yard.

Deborah hits the brakes and the branch drops, speeding the 
wind kept it on the vehicle.

Deborah starts smoke a cigarette, the smoke moves to the back 
seat.

DEBORAH OLDER (O.S.)
The mentally of a nervous 
breakdown.

Deborah psychotic, seeing smoke in the back seat.

Toss the CIGARETTE out the window, it blew back in the back 
seat.

Another BRANCH landing partly in the passenger back seat 
window. 
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The CIGARETTE moving in the wind, to the back seat of the 
car.

The CIGARETTE blew on the branch.

YAMIN jumps in the front passenger seat.

The branch in the backseat catches on fire. 

Deborah rolls down the windows in a delusional state.

The branch blows out the window.

GILI (O.S.)
Signs of a mental breakdown.

Deborah puts the car in drive in front of a garage.

Deborah closes both EYES as she bites her LIP.

Daydreaming...

GILI (O.S.) (CONT’D)
State of mind crazed and predicting 
my next steps. My daydreaming 
becoming my own torture.

Deborah open EYES..

Deborah exits the car

EXT. CAR

DEBORAH
Yamin come

Yamin jumps out the door.

Deborah runs inside door, scared of her own shadow.

INT. DINING ROOM

A CHANDELIER giving off low lights, SHADOWS filled the room.

Deborah looking at wall.

Picture of a PANTHER and CUB.

The picture next to it, a MONKEY eating out of a COCONUT.

Deborah grins.
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In corner of room a figure, EYES glowing.

Yamin barks by the ankles.

Deborah opens the hallway door, quickly.

Ugly voice in corner..
In due time.

Door close 

INT. CAR

Deborah closes car door.

Pulling a CIGARETTE out of purse.

Turn ignition

Deborah driving listen to the radio.

Ringing from the cellphone on the passenger seat.

Deborah turns down radio.

Deborah answers..
HEELLLOOO!

KOBE
HOLA, BIT-

DEBORAH
HEEELLLLLOOO!

KOBE
Do or Die!

Deborah throws the cellphone at the passenger door.

Deborah crumbles the CIGARETTE.

Yamin jumps in the passenger seat.

Deborah drives faster and faster going over the hills flying.

The tires in race mode.

As Deborah goings faster smoke comes out the exhaust.

Deborah RIGHT EYE, the BLACK TREADS MARKS, raising with 
speed.
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Deborah LEFT EYE, speeding causing TREADS MARKS in the dark 
smoke at the rear of car.

The speed GAUGE reads 83.

Deborah makes a hard turn, slightly touch brakes with turn.

The sound of a race car on a main street.

Deborah EYES forming TEARS.

Deborah RIGHT EYE, fogging from the tears, something shiny in 
the wave of tire markings.

Deborah LEFT EYE, saw branches with the street lights, shiny 
threw the cracks reflecting on the freshly wax car.

DEBORAH
You got the right one, baby

Deborah looks in the rearview at her swollen eye.

Deborah looks over at Yamin.

YAMIN looks forward, quickly.

Deborah RIGHT EYE, reacts to Yamin movement and turns the 
steering wheel as BRIGHT LIGHTS coming straight at them.

Deborah LEFT EYE, a CAR from behind beeping, the rearview 
showed it coming straight FROM BEHIND. 

EVERYTHING in car mobile slides to the right side.

EXT. CAR

The CAR behind Deborah, the driver surprised by her reaction, 
hitting the curb.

Two females jump out the car.

The sound of Deborah, getting away in the background.

FIRST FEMALE
Dam Dam DAM!

SECOND FEMALE
At least we tried to stop her.

Two SHADOWS standing by a smoking CAR.
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One of the shadows looking into her cellphone.

FIRST FEMALE
I hope she calms down.

SECOND FEMALE
Yeaah right, did you see her face. 
Maybe I shouldn’t have let her 
borro- Hello I need road side 
assistance.

FADE IN:

INT. CAR

Deborah look around and in rearview mirror, smoke clear and 
no signs of tread markings.

DEBORAH OLDER (O.S.)
My dormant pain has been trigger by 
a rush of anger. Risky business in 
a time of chaos.

Deborah puts the car in P.

Deborah RIGHT EYE seeing the HANGMAN above the street light.

Deborah LEFT EYE, the neighbor getting grocery bags out the 
car.

The inside light of the CAR causing a SHADOW of the neighbor, 
neighbor not noticing Deborah.

Deborah jumps out car and takes off running towards the 
house.

INT. HOUSE

Deborah close the front door, low laughter and crying in 
background

Deborah FEET bleeding, she didn’t feel a thing running threw 
a bush and on the ground sharp rocks and sticks.

She ran out of her house shoes by the car.

DEBORAH
Out of sight, out of mind. 
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Deborah looks up, a light on in another room.

Deborah takes steps towards the entrance.

On the wall the moon shines in producing SHADOWS. 

Of TREES and the SHADOW of the neighbor pausing, from the 
sound of Deborah running to the door.

Deborah turns to view, TWO BRASS MASK on the wall at the 
entrance.

She jumps the FACE on each side of the wall to the entrance 
of the stairway, shiny in the moonlight.

Deborah starts laughing in a low tone, crazed.

Deborah makes her way up the stairs, to the open door.

The door crack, giving light to the hallway.

She pushes the door open and a lightening struck in the room.

Deborah holding a smoking GUN in her hand.

Deborah EYES, rage.

A SHADOW of King Kong moving rapidly on the TV, towards 
Deborah.

TWO SHADOWS struggling and hitting each other.

A baby crying..

The struggle over, the King Kong SHADOW falls back. 

Deborah standing over KOBE, a GUN to his FACE.

Kobe puts his hands up...
Okay Okay, I’m sorry, I’m bleeding 
to death.

Deborah blocks out his voice as she pulls the trigger back.

The baby, Gili, stands up in the crib, her EYES reflecting of 
the computer screen.

DEBORAH (O.C.) (CONT’D)
She’s home?

Deborah starts shaking her head.
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Deborah opens her eyes, and the eyes are gone off computer.

But a SHADOW is in the corner.

Kobe whimpering in the darkness.

The MONSTER coming out the corner.

Staring right at Deborah and Deborah staring back.

Very old voice of a lady...
Chicken shit! In due time, finish 
it.

Deborah points the gun to the corner.

Deborah Steps closer, the MONSTER floating towards her, arms 
pointing too. 

A chill comes over Deborah as she pulls the trigger.

The chills of goose bumps start at the trigger finger and 
working it way threw her whole body.

The shatter of a mirror as Deborah looks forward.

DEBORAH OLDER (O.S.)
The ugly self portrait of mental 
breakdown.

Deborah REFLECTION in the shatter mirror, pointing straight 
ahead with the gun.

KOBE
You’re crazy, you’re shooting at a 
reflection of yourself.

Deborah turns around to him and pulls the trigger back.

Police sirens heard in the background.

Deborah begins to spin in a circle fast, dizzy.

INT. ROOM

Gili stops reading...
The conscious touching the ugly 
unconscious.

Gili closes the folder and a packet of a CD is behind it.

Label read... a jinx of integrity
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Gili places it in the drive on the computer. 

DISSOLVE TO:

INT. HOSPITAL

A filming from the corner of a hospital room, sun rays 
causing a blurriness.

FIRST FEMALE
She lost it.

SECOND FEMALE
She had warnings.

FIRST FEMALE
We did too, the frown on her face, 
weeks before. He was so controlling 
and whorish.

SECOND FEMALE
Trials and tribulations, he kept 
playing the wrong game with the 
right female. He got the right one 
baby, uh huh. Oh speaking on 
babies.

A blurry SHADOW of a toddler moving about in the room.

FIRST FEMALE
Now that she’s walking, she is as 
busy as a Bee. Anyway, a tale of 
karma, domestic violence at it’s 
full rapture with killing expenses.

SECOND FEMALE
(laughing)

She shot off his middle finger. A 
double fuc-

FIRST FEMALE
(giggling)

Girrl Gili ears. She got good aim. 
By Grace she didn’t kill him. 

SECOND FEMALE
Yes, GOD’S Grace. Let me get her 
back to Gershom.

The sun moving and the brightness shifting off the camera.

Two females standing up, and one picks up Gili, play with a 
see and say.
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Deborah laying in the bed.

The female puts Gili face closer to Deborah.

FIRST FEMALE
Gili give your momma a kiss, maybe 
she’ll finally wake up out this 
deep sleep.

Gili licks the face of Deborah, and grabs her hair as the 
female pulls her away.

SECOND FEMALE
(laughing)

She’s got a grip on Deb’s hair. Let 
go, sweetie.

The camera shows them exiting with laughter.

DEBORAH OLDER
Revenge almost killed me. Amazing 
Grace following me for many years, 
spiritually I saw her, the first 
time on the drunken drivers wind 
shield. I know now how it feel to 
have angels of protection with a 
second chance. I would make the 
best out of it. 

DISSOLVE TO:

INT. ROOM

Gili pauses..

Gili takes the CD out the laptop.

Gili looks at the stacks of FOLDERS.

Gili reaching for the bag, checking it for anything else.

A small thumb drive in a small zip lock bag. 

Gili takes it out and puts it in the computer..

She opens the first program.

A slide show of pictures...

Gili mother voice coming in as it flips to the next picture.

A baby picture of Deborah with her mother.
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DEBORAH OLDER (O.S.)
With a blind democracy and a.. 

A picture of little Deborah looking down at newborn baby 
brother, Emanuel. Caleb on the other side of Emanuel, smiling 
with his front teeth out.

DEBORAH OLDER (O.S.) (CONT’D)
republic mind of slow deafness. 

Little Deborah holding the GOLDEN EGG.

DEBORAH OLDER (O.S.) (CONT’D)
Channels to Redemption.

Little Deborah posing on skates at the skating rink.

Little Deborah holding a big teddy bear at the state fair.

Little Deborah, Caleb, and Emanuel standing in front of the 
movie theatre.

Emanuel standing eye to the eye with a table, Deborah eating 
at the table and Caleb flexing his arm muscles.

Deborah on stage dressed in a bear outfit, standing next to a 
boy with a bear outfit on too.

Caleb and Deborah standing next to two ten speed bicycles.

Deborah standing between Caleb with basketball uniform on and 
Emanuel with a boy scout uniform.

Deborah holding Gili for the first time...

The slide show finish and there was many more slide shows, 
file save as..
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Gili first year..

My brother’s and I, first fishing trip..

I find my KING..

Gili trouble two’s..

Benjamin my god son at 7..

Our marriage..

Our Second fishing trip..

Gili goes to school, finally..

Gershom and I, one week road trip..

Many save videos on the thump drive..

Gili clicks on one, a Older LADY sitting down, with little 
Gili on lap...

Deborah in the background...
Heritage in the lap of urban 
legend, my daughter and great 
grandma.

Gili click on another..

Deborah looks at camera with the Bible in her hands...
Let me tell you what I learn today 
if you have a bit of time. I got a 
second chance and why I smile. 
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Gili clicks on another..

Deborah open her eyes and baby Gili drools in her face.

Gili clicks on another...

Young adult Benjamin talking to Deborah, as she secretly 
records it.

BENJAMIN
God Ma, can I tell you a big 
secret.

DEBORAH OLDER
It’s a girl, I can see it in your 
eyes.

BENJAMIN
Yes, okay since you help raise me 
to be a fine young man, right.

DEBORAH OLDER
With the help of a switch. Yes a 
fine young gentleman you are.

BENJAMIN
Okay, Can I start calling you Ma 
instead. I had to have your best 
wishes before I ask Gili to mar-.

DEBORAH OLDER
Oh my, it’s not hard but shocking. 
Yes, that’s why Gershom was 
grinning earlier today as we made 
dinner. Jus a smiling.

BENJAMIN
I remember what you told me Luke 
6:48, build my marriage on that 
Rock.

Gili clicks on another..

Gili holding her son for the very first time..
His beautiful. We’re so Blessed.

Gili opens a video, the file is..
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Our 20th Anniversary...

DEBORAH OLDER
My reason for Joy, Ephesians 1:18 
Understanding, Hebrews 4:16 My 
Helper, and Psalms 111:10 Wisdom.

Deborah sitting on a stool and Joseph standing next to her, 
while many people surround them with a big cake on the 
counter. 

Gili rewinds the video to the beginning..

Gili smiling in camera..
Happy 20th Ma and Da, but actually 
met 24 years ago. Yes 
twwwweeennnttty ffoooourr yyeaaarrs 
aaagooo in time.. 

Gili fast forwards the video

AKIRA
(laughing)

Little cousin twenty years? How old 
am I..

Gili fast forward, to a older Emanuel drinking wine, talking 
to others.

EMANUEL
This is some good-

In the background someone says..
The cameras rolling.

Emanuel turns toward the camera.

EMANUEL (CONT’D)
(laughing)

The camera is on me? Oh, greetings 
and best wishes, my wife loves the 
wine.
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EMANUEL WIFE
(laughing)

Don’t believe the hype, Sherlock 
loves it more, and that’s no 
mystery.

Turning the camera on Caleb.

CALEB
I remember us playing in the 
backyard and now we’re 
grandparents. Life has been good.  

Gili fast forward, Gershom and many faces.

Gili closes out the last file..

GILI
This Anniversary, less than a year 
ago, her last video.

Gili looks over to buzzing, at the open window.

Behind the screen window a HONEY BEE.

GILI (CONT’D)
You would always say, no regrets, 
jus Trials and Tribulations. 

GILI AND OLDER DEBORAH
(harmonizing)

GOD Is Great!

The BEE leaving the window. 

Gili watches until it leaves.

In the background playing low..Bee Gees, How deep is your 
love.

Gili turns back to the computer and opens a new document..

She begins to type. 

On the screen..

Can You SEE What I See, a story of conquering within Grace.

Gili keeps typing.

A melody in the background... 
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How deep is your love? I really 
need to learn ‘cause we’re living

EXT. OUTSIDE WINDOW

The wind blowing the trees several feet in front of the 
window.

The HONEY BEE moving towards the trees.

A glowing white SHADOW of a lady, in a mist behind the tree, 
walking away from the window...

Melody...
in a world of fools, breaking us 
down,

FADE TO BLACK.

MELODY..
when they all should let us be. We 
be..

ENDING CREDITS
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